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Preface 
 
We are so glad to inform you that our Erasmus+ European Service (EVS) Project 
“Transposition” 2017-2-TR01-KA105-047099 has been granted by the European Commission 
and the Turkish National Agency. 
 
We have had so many successful EVS projects since our association was accredited in 2012. 
We hosted so many wonderful volunteers in Sinop and sent so many volunteers abroad. We 
are so glad that we help our volunteers’ learning in non-formal education and making co-
operations with our partner organisations in the EVS field. 
 
This info pack is for the partner organisations and the volunteers to acknowledge about their 
tasks and responsibilities throughout the project life cycle and cooperate together with the 
same overview. 
 
I hope Erasmus+ EVS project “Transposition” will be fruitful for both our volunteers and our 
partners and become one of the best examples with its quality in terms of Non-Formal 
Education standards and voluntarism in Europe.   
 
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 

 
 
Işıl Oktay, 
The president 
Sahipsiz Hayvanlari Koruma  
ve Yasatma Dernegi 



THE COORDINATING ORGANISATION 
AND  

THE HOSTING ORGANISATION OF ACTIVITY 1 
 
 

Sahipsiz Hayvanları Koruma ve Yaşatma Derneği 
(the Association of Protection and Sustenance of Stray Animals) 

PIC: 947439450 
 
Our association was established in 2005 in order to help the stray animals for their food and 
medical needs. We work in the collaboration with the Municipality of Sinop to help the ones 
which are sick, wounded, young and old. We work on the ones which are in the shelter as 
well as the ones which are living outside without an owner. Our members work in the 
shelter and help the staff there for their food and show 
affection. In the shelter there are about 350 dogs and 20 
cats. The shelter staff provides food from the leftovers from 
the messhalls of the university, the military installations and 
the schools. However during the national and religious 
holidays, the food doesn't come. Therefore our association 
provides food for the shelter. We always provide food for 
the cats and the young dogs. We also trim the long-haired 
dogs' hair in the summer time. We take photos of the 
animals to show them in our Facebook page and webpage 
and make them adopted by the people. Through our Facebook page, we also post the 
photos and the information of the animals which are found in the streets by the people to 
make calls for the people to adopt them.  
In 2014 we started "the Regional Sterilization" project. Within this project, we sterilize the 
stray animals which are living in the other towns and the villages. Also we sterilize the 
animals whose owners are economically disadvantaged. We also run to the rescue 
operations when we have a call. We work not only for the cats and dogs but also the wild 
animals and the farm animals which are in need of help. In order to do that we collaborate 
with the Directorate of Conservation and National Parks to save the wounded and sick 
animals in the wild and the farm animals which are abandoned. Our association organizes 
sales, tea parties, brunches and tours for fund raising. We start awareness campaigns such 
as fund raising for the "Regional Sterilization Project", "Charity Event for Collecting Cat and 
Dog Food" for the welfare of the animals. In order to do that we design posters and hang 
them in several locations in the town. 
We are the only animal welfare organisation in Turkey which has been accredited to work on 
EVS. We coordinate, host and send within the EVS program.  
  

For more information about us: http://sahipsizhayvanlar.org/en/  

Facebook: Sahipsiz Hayvanları Koruma ve Yaşatma Derneği  

 

http://sahipsizhayvanlar.org/en/


THE HOSTING ORGANISATION OF ACTIVITY 2 
 

Sinop Sürdürülebilir Kalkınma Derneği 
(The Association of Sustainable Development) 

PIC: 929599307 
 

Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkınma Dernegi was established as an NGO in Sinop to develop and implement 

economic, social and cultural strategies of Sinop, which has a vision of being cultural and educational 

tourism town. 

In May 2014, the stakeholders of Sinopale - The International Sinop Biennial which has been 

performing since 2006 established Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi to stimulate the cultural 

synergy to the way to the social and economic development of the town.  

The Hal Building, where the center of our association is located is being transfered into a platform 

where social, cultural, economical services and products will be developed. With the support of the 

Municipality of Sinop and the collaboration of the Association of European Culture, Chameleon 

Project Management & Design, The Innovative Industrial Research Center of Mimar Sinan Fine Arts 

University and the Association of Street is Ours, Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi will coordinate 

and bring the Hal Meeting Center project to life.  

With the Hal Meeting Center, Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi aims to develop projects in 

order to support social and cultural entrepreneurship and encourage active citizenship with the 

collaboration of NGOs, public institutions and private sectors. Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi 

has two offices both in Sinop, where the main office is, and in Istanbul. The staff in these offices work 

together in coordination. 

Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi has experienced staff of 

Sinopale - the Sinop Biennial, which was supported by the 

Association of European Culture until 2014 for 10 years. Since 2014, 

Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi has been conducting Sinopale 

with its experienced staff. Sinopale, International Sinop Biennial is 

the title of an international project that, in the context of local development, draws the civil society 

together with the purpose of building a dialogue through culture and arts, within the framework of 

the “artistic production based on sharing” model. This project is realised biennially and aims at 

working at urban, national and international levels in order to make citizens of all ages perceive a 

new living spaces of their own with a vision for the future, reflect on urban problems, share the 

historical collective memory and organise it by means of artistic production, and to create a better 

social living space.  

Sinopale has had also mid-performances during the whole year since 2015. There has been 

workshops which meet the artists and experts with the locals.  

For more information: http://sinopdernegi.org/  

 

https://www.facebook.com/sinopskd/
https://www.facebook.com/HalSinop/
https://www.facebook.com/sinopale/
http://sinopdernegi.org/


THE STAFF WHO WILL BE WORKING IN THE PROJECT  
 

 

 
               Irem Ebru Kuru                                        Erkan Akliman                                      Oktay Kuru 
     iremebruster@gmail.com                      akliman@hostajans.com                oktay.kuru@yahoo.com.tr          

Project coordinator of the 
coordinating organisation and the 
hosting organisation for Activity 1  

Project coordinator of the 
hosting organisation for 

Activity 2  

Language Coordinator  

 
 

                                           

                       
Volkan Tuncay 

volkantncy@hotmail.com  
Vet 

Mert Karaçıkay 
mertkaracikay@gmail.com 

Art Director 

Ferdi Elmas 
ferdi.elmas@dhmi.gov.tr  

Mentor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:iremebruster@gmail.com
mailto:akliman@hostajans.com
mailto:oktay.kuru@yahoo.com.tr
mailto:volkantncy@hotmail.com
mailto:mertkaracikay@gmail.com
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PARTNERSHIP OF “TRANSPOSITION” 
 

 

TURKEY: Sahipsiz Hayvanlari Koruma ve Yasatma Dernegi 
PIC: 947439450 – Coordinating and Hosting  
Contact Person: Irem Ebru Kuru: iremebruster@gmail.com  
 

 

TURKEY: Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi  
PIC: 929599307 - Hosting 
Contact Person: Erkan Akliman: akliman@hostajans.com  
 

 

FRANCE:  AROEVEN Midi-Pyrénées  

PIC: 942129961 - Sending 
Contact Person: Mathieu Betton: m.betton@aroeven.fr 
 

 

SPAIN: Asociación Building Bridges  
PIC: 948821118 - Sending 
Contact Person: Jose Lara:  asociacionbb@gmail.com 

 

CROATIA:  VCZ Volunteers Centre Zagreb 
PIC:  944708221 - Sending 
Contact Person:  Andrea Rutnik: evs@vcz.hr 

 

TUNISIA: Club Culturel Ali Belhouane   
PIC:  946649094 – Sending 
Contact Person:  Mariem Ben Ltaifa: ccab.contact@gmail.com 

 

AZERBAIJAN: Bridge to the Future 
PIC: 939394949 – Sending  
Contact Person: Huseynkhan Hajizada: huseynkhan.hacizadeh@gmail.com 

 

GREECE: Hellenic Youth Participation 
PIC:  939894693 –  Sending 

Contact Person: Kelly  Manoudi: hypparticipants@outlook.com.gr  

 

MOLDOVA: Europe Without Borders ADVIT  
PIC:  948917342 – Sending 
Contact Person:  Victoria Popescu: sending.advit@gmail.com 

 

PORTUGAL: ProAtlântico - Associação Juvenil 
PIC: 950489033 – Sending 
Contact Person:  Isa Correia: sveenvioproatlantico1@gmail.com  

 

ALBANIA: Projekte Vullnetare Nderkombetare  
PIC: 945361613 – Sending 
Contact Person: Matilda Salla: pvnoutgoing@gmail.com  

mailto:iremebruster@gmail.com
mailto:akliman@hostajans.com
mailto:m.betton@aroeven.fr
mailto:asociacionbb@gmail.com
mailto:evs@vcz.hr
mailto:ccab.contact@gmail.com
mailto:huseynkhan.hacizadeh@gmail.com
mailto:hypparticipants@outlook.com.gr
mailto:sending.advit@gmail.com
mailto:sveenvioproatlantico1@gmail.com
mailto:pvnoutgoing@gmail.com


 

THE RECRUITMENT OF “TRANSPOSITION” 
 

Activity 1  
Hosting Organisation: Sahipsiz Hayvanlari Koruma ve Yasatma Dernegi  

 
 

 
Activity 2 

Hosting Organisation: Sinop Surdurulebilir Kalkinma Dernegi  
 

 

Flow Name and email of the 
volunteer 

Organisation, Country Estimated 
Beginning 

Date 

Estimated  
Ending Date 

1 

 
 ? AROEVEN Midi-Pyrénées 

FRANCE 
15.01.2018 14.01.2019 

 
Periods 

Name and email of the  
volunteer 

Organisation, Country Estimated 
Beginning 

Date 

Estimated  
Ending Date 

1 
1.  Camille Gouvine 
cgouvine@gmail.com  

AROEVEN Midi-Pyrénées 
FRANCE 

08.01.2018 07.03.2018 

2 

2. ? 
 

 

19.03.2018 17.05.2018 
3. ? 
 

 

3 

4. ? 
 

 

24.05.2018 21.07.2018 
5. ? 
 

 

4 

6. ? 
 

 

30.07.2018 26.09.2018 
7. ? 
 

 

5 

8. ? 
 

 

08.10.2018 06.12.2018 
9. ? 
 

 

6 

10. ? 
 

 

17.12.2018 13.02.2019 
11. ? 
 

 

mailto:cgouvine@gmail.com


We have vacancies in the project. The vacancies are shown with a question mark (?). We 

kindly ask the sending organisations to find volunteers for the periods we mention above. 

So, please buy the flights one day earlier than the estimated beginning date and one day 

later than estimated ending date.  

For example: For Camille Gouvine from France: She should buy her ticket 7 January from 

France to Turkey and 8 March from Turkey to France.  

Here are the maximum travel expenses for the volunteers from:  

 

* We will reimburse the travel costs in cash up 

to the maximum amounts on the left. If the 

ticket is purchased by the sending 

organisation, we will transfer the amount to 

their bank account when we get the original 

invoice.  

 

The volunteer should bring the original ticket(s), the boarding pass(es) and the photocopied 

stamped pages of their passports at the borders!  

Before you buy the ticket please get in touch with Irem Ebru Kuru, the project coordinator: 

iremebruster@gmail.com Also you can get in touch with her through WhatsApp or Facebook 

messanger. Her mobile: 0090 507 924 9906 Facebook: Irem Ebru Kuru 

Your flight most probably will land in Istanbul. Istanbul – Sinop flights are very expensive 

during the summer and some holiday periods in Turkey. If your expenses are excess, you can 

take the bus from Istanbul to Sinop, which is quite cheap, around 25 €.  

As for the volunteers from outside Europe, please consult the Turkish Embassy in your 

country and ask them the necessary papers we should send. Please bring the original invoice 

for any type of visa you should pay for in order to be reimbursed.  

EU citizens cannot stay in Turkey longer than 3 months. As for the volunteer who will stay 

here 12 months, please call the Turkish Embassy in your country and ask them what kind of 

papers they ask for a long stay in Turkey. We will send you the necessary papers.  

 

 

 

 

FRANCE 360 € 

SPAIN 530 € 

CROATIA 275 € 

TUNISIA  360 € 

AZERBAIJAN 275 € 

GREECE 275 € 

MOLDOVA 275 € 

PORTUGAL 530 € 

ALBANIA 275 € 

mailto:iremebruster@gmail.com


Activity 1 
 

The tasks of the volunteers: Working in the shelter 
of stray cats and dogs in Sinop and assisting the vet 
and the staff with their work such as treatment, 
surgery, check-ups, keeping the record of the 
stages of the illnesses and feeding. The main 
challenge in the shelter is to fight against  
Distemper, Panleukopenia and Parvoviral Enteritis. 
.  

Organising adopting, fund raising and food 
collecting campaigns, going to rescue operations, city tours to feed the 
stray animals are the tasks of the volunteer outside the animal shelter. The day starts at 8:30 
and ends at 15:30 in the shelter. Saturdays and Sundays are off.  

 
In the afternoon, the volunteer may work in a clinic 
where there is an X-Ray and the devices for tests in 
order to have more experience on diagnosis and 
treatment. Also the volunteer will be invited to 
watch some important surgeries of professors in 
university in Samsun.  
 
 

Some weeks the volunteer will be able to practice in the wild 
life conservatory center to have some competences on wild 
animals such as bear, wolf, boar, wild horse, jackal, deer, fox, 
eagle, falcon, owl, bat, migrating birds, etc. which are sick, 
orphan or weak, unable to live without help.  
 
* The volunteer can receive an emergency call anytime of the day and run to the patient.  

 
The volunteer will organise his/her cultural evening during the activity 
more than one time in one year. In the cultural evening, the volunteer 
will introduce the food, drinks, music, dance, a bit of history, 
geography, habbits, traditions, etc. of his/her region to the audience 
we will invite.  
 
 

What will they learn?: Since the volunteer is a vet, 
he/she will get more experienced on surgery, diagnosis 
and treatment as well as taking care of the orphan 
babies. The volunteer will learn how to prepare the 
patient for operation, how to do the operations and 
things to do in post-op care of all animals: cats and dogs 
(mainly), wild animals (mentioned above – some weeks) 
and farm animals (visit to the farms with the vet). The 



volunteer will learn how to read the X-Ray and deduct over blood and urine test results and 
diagnose in the clinic.  
 

He/She will get free Turkish lessons two hours a week. 
Every week the volunteer will have trainings on personal 
development and intercultural competences. At the end 
of the activity, the volunteer will get a Youthpass 
certificate.  
 
Practicalities: The volunteer will share a flat with the 
other volunteers but have his/her own room. There will 
be a free transportation to the animal shelter and wild life 

conservatory center and back home. They will get 1095 euros pocket money + 1344 euros 
for food. So in total the volunteer will get 2439 euros for 12 
months. He/She will be reimbursed for their flight up to the 
maximum amount according to the distance of their home 
country in the Erasmus+ Program guide. The volunteer will 
not pay for their accommodation and wifi but electricity, 
water and gas will be shared with the other volunteers in the 
flat. We recommend to use them economically. Because 
especially the electricity is not cheap in Turkey.  
 
The tasks of the sending organisation: They are responsible for preparing the volunteer for 
EVS. They will provide their insurance. They will help the volunteers get their visa and flights. 
They will keep in touch with the volunteers and the contact person of the coordinating 
organisation. They will disseminate the project and the project results in their environment.  
 

The tasks of the hosting organisation: They 
are responsible for the learning and the 
safety of the volunteer. They will be in 
charge of practical arrangements of the 
volunteers. They will be in contact with the 
mentor. They will keep the track of the 
working hours of the volunteers. The hosting 
organisation will 
be responsible for 
inviting the 

members, press, locals and other volunteers to the cultural 
evening that the volunteer will organise.  
 

They are also responsible for giving the 
volunteer a Youthpass certificate at the end of 
the activity. They will also disseminate the 
project and the project results in their 
environment.  
 

 



Activity 2 
 

Tasks of the volunteers: The volunteer 
will be assisting the artists and the 
curators of Sinopale such as preparing 
the area for the exhibitions, workshops, 
lectures, performances, giving 
information to the audience, protection 
of the artistic works and materials, 
graphic designing, communication with 

the international contacts,  providing the comfort of the audiences, 
contrubition to development of the units, etc which SSKD already has. We will also ask the 
volunteer to organise his/her artistic and cultural workshop, research in  the city within 
personal/professional context during 59 days. The volunteer will organise his/her cultural 
evening during the activity.  

 
What is Sinopale?: Sinopale is an International Biennial and its 
artistic and cultural projects/Mid-Performances in frequent 
periods. We held the latest biennial (the 6th edition) in 2017 
summer for two months. The rest of the year Sinopale plans 
exhibitions, workshops and performances, etc. For Sinopale, 
we host more than 250 artists and 20 curators from all over 
the world. They perform traditional and contemporary art in 
Sinop in order to build 
bridges between culture 

and art and to create a reflection on current issues and 
traces of history. We also develop projects to empower 
sustainable development in social, cultural, and artistic 
fields. What makes Sinopale different from the other 
biennials is that artists create their work through the 
local sources and local people. For more information, 
you can have a look at here: http://sinopale.org/  
 
 
What will they learn?: They will have experience on participating in an international art 

festival, have new artistic perspectives, get technical 
and practical knowledge on organising a festival and 
make contacts with people from all around the world. 
They will also learn how to organise their own 
workshop. Every week they will have trainings on 
personal development and intercultural competences. 
There will be individual support to the volunteer with 
the project coordinator and the art director of the 
hosting organisation in order to develop their 
competences and implement their own projects. At the 

end of the activity, they will get a Youthpass certificate. 
 

http://sinopale.org/


Practicalities: The volunteers will share a flat with the 
other volunteers but they will have their own room. 
They will get 177 euros pocket money + 223 euros food 
money. So in total for two months, they will get 400 
euros for 59 days. They will be reimbursed for their 
flight up to the maximum amount according to the 
distance of their home country in the Erasmus+ Program 
guide. They will not pay for their accommodation, wifi 
but they have to share electricity, water, gas.  
 
The tasks of the sending organisation: They are responsible for preparing the volunteer for 
EVS. They will provide their insurance. They will help the volunteers get their visa and flights. 
They will keep in touch with the volunteers and the contact person of the coordinating 
organisation. They will disseminate the project and the project results in their environment.  
 

The tasks of the hosting organisation: They are 
responsible for the learning and the safety of the 
volunteer. They will be in charge of practical 
arrangements of the volunteers. They will be in contact 
with the mentor. They will keep the track of the 
working hours of the volunteers. The hosting 
organisation will be responsible for inviting the 
members, press, locals and 
other volunteers to the 
cultural evening that the 

volunteer will organise. They are also responsible for giving the 
volunteer a Youthpass certificate at the end of the activity. They 
will also disseminate the project and the project results in their 
environment.  

 
 
You can watch these films for more information about us. 

 
SSKD youtube page 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCR9AQoK3xrooOb7_GJThy1Q 

 

Sinopale youtube page  
https://www.youtube.com/user/sinopale 

 
You can also have a look at these Facebook pages of our workshops: 

https://www.facebook.com/haldukkan/  

https://www.facebook.com/halmutfak/  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCR9AQoK3xrooOb7_GJThy1Q
https://www.youtube.com/user/sinopale
https://www.facebook.com/haldukkan/
https://www.facebook.com/halmutfak/


THE TASKS OF THE COORDINATING ORGANISATION 
 

Sahipsiz Hayvanlari Koruma ve Yasatma Dernegi is the 
coordinating organisation of Erasmus+ European Voluntary 
Service Project “Transposition”. They will be responsible for 
recruiting the volunteers, communicating with the sending 
organisations, providing a mentor for the volunteers, 
organising Turkish courses and trainings on personal 
development and intercultural competences for the 
volunteers, providing free accommodation with necessary 
furniture, heating, hot water, wi-fi, and kitchen tools for the 

volunteers, reimbursing the flights up to the maximum amount in the Erasmus+ Program 
Guide, covering the visa costs, giving volunteers pocket money + food costs together, 
transferring 50 euros to the sending organisations and hosting organisation per month per 
volunteer, collecting all the travel documents, photocopied pages of the passports of the 
volunteers and the other solid outcomes of the project, disseminating the project through 
social media and reporting to the Turkish National Agency.  

 
 

THINGS TO DO FOR THE VOLUNTEER!  

1. Buy your ticket between one day before the activity starts and one day later the 

activity ends and pay attention to the maximum amounts you should spend for the 

flights and other vehicles. Please keep in touch with us about it. 

iremebruster@gmail.com  

2. Let us know about your full name, email, the date of birth, the place of birth, your 

home address, your home telephone number, your mobile number and the contact 

information of one of your family members.  

3. Learn what EVS is from your sending organisation.  

4. Make sure that you have insurance from Cigna and learn how to use it. 

5. Bring the original tickets/invoices and boarding passes with you. 

6. Bring the EVS Activity Agreement (4 copies) with you after you sign and your sending 

organisation signs and stamps.  

7. Bring some cultural items to present in your cultural night, such as food, drinks, 

music, films, objects etc.  

8. Bring an object which represents best your own culture to be exhibited in Sinopale – 

the International Sinop Biennial and its Mid-Performances. 

9. Bring books in your language. Because there are books only in Turkish here.  

10. Create an EVS blog or a Facebook page to let more people know about your EVS.  

11. Get ready for the new adventure! 

 
 
 

mailto:iremebruster@gmail.com


SINOP 
 

Sinop is situated on the most northern edge of the 

Turkish side of the Black Sea coast. It is also the 

capital of the Sinop Region.  

 

Every day there are two flights between Istanbul and 

Sinop and it takes 1 and a half hour. Istanbul is 12 

hours away by bus and Ankara is 6 hours away by bus. 

 

 

The history of Sinop dates back to the 12.000 B.C. It has 

served as an important sea port for the civilizations 

throughout the history. Sinop is now the home of a wide 

colony of fisher boats, a university, 39.000 inhabitants 

and numerous of species in the wild life.  

 

The Sinopale Biennial, sailing competitions, climbing 

excursions in Tatlıca Waterfalls, cynic philosopher 

Diogenes, ancient prison, walls of Sinop and volcanic 

and historic remnants are the distinctive cultural 

features of Sinop.  

 

 

You can follow these links for more information:  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinop,_Turkey 

 

http://sinopale.org/sinop/ 

 

http://www.bible-history.com/maps/romanempire/Sinope.html 

 

http://csunshinetoday.csun.edu/arts-and-culture/csun-professors-work-to-explore-

origins-of-sinop-turkey/ 

 

https://theculturetrip.com/europe/turkey/articles/this-former-prison-incarcerated-some-

of-turkey-most-important-writers/ 
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